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Intellectual Property Law

COPYRIGHT

TRADEMARK AND ADVERTISING

Copyright Law Reporter

Advertising Law Guide

Contains the full text of federal laws, precedent-setting court
decisions, annotated explanations, Copyright Office forms,
circulars and reference materials.

Full-text reporting of state and federal laws, federal regulations,
federal cases, industry self-regulatory guidelines, and new
developments with expert analysis.

Drafting License Agreements

Allen’s Trademark Digest

Twenty-three renowned experts provide in-depth licensing
know-how, drafting techniques, time-saving clauses and
provisions, and full-length model license agreements.

A monthly newsletter that organizes, classifies and analyzes
both published and unpublished decisions from the Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board.

Epstein on Intellectual Property

Do’s and Don’ts in Advertising

Up-to-date coverage of the law of trade secrets, copyright,
trademarks and patents.

Guidance in the area of advertising, marketing, and promotions
law.

Goldstein on Copyright

Drafting License Agreements

Expert guidance and analysis on all areas of copyright law,
including copyright transfer, infringement, defenses, the fair use
defense, remedies (injunction and damages), procedural issues
(jurisdiction pleadings, trial practice) and copyright protection.

Twenty-three renowned experts provide in-depth licensing
know-how, drafting techniques, time-saving clauses and
provisions, and full-length model license agreements.

Handbook of Intellectual Property Claims and
Remedies

Up-to-date coverage of the law of trade secrets, copyright,
trademarks and patents.

A detailed guide at how to maximize or minimize possible
remedies at all stages of litigation, from pre-filing decisions
through appeal.

Intellectual Property Legal Opinions
Covers all forms of IP legal opinions including patentability,
infringement, validity, corporate due diligence, and litigation.

IP Law Daily
Expert analysis and summaries on intellectual property cases,
regulatory or statutory developments and breaking news
delivered daily to your inbox.

Epstein on Intellectual Property

Guide to Registering Trademarks
Time-saving guidance on all aspects of federal trademark
prosecution practice.

Guide to TTAB Practice
Step-by-step guidance through the entire process of practice
before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board.

Handbook of Intellectual Property Claims and
Remedies

License Agreements: Forms and Checklists

A detailed guide at how to maximize or minimize possible
remedies at all stages of litigation, from pre-filing decisions
through appeal.

The one-step resource for all the critical tools needed to draft,
negotiate, and finalize licensing deals more quickly and effectively.

Intellectual Property Legal Opinions

Licensing Update

Covers all forms of IP legal opinions including patentability,
infringement, validity, corporate due diligence, and litigation.

The definitive one-volume handbook covering the year's most
significant cases, developments and trends in licensing

IP Law Daily

Perle, Williams, and Fischer on Publishing Law

Expert analysis and summaries on intellectual property cases,
regulatory or statutory developments and breaking news
delivered daily to your inbox.

Coverage and expert analysis on the relationship between
writer/publisher and publisher/public, including the latest
developments in all areas of publishing law.

Trademark and Copyright Disputes: Litigation
Forms and Analysis
Organized in the sequence of litigation, provides timesaving,
practice-proven forms, checklists, and analysis that help handle
an intellectual property dispute.

Contact us at 1-800-638-8437 to learn more.
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IP Litigator
The latest thinking, strategies, guidance and practice tips from
top litigators and industry experts in patent, copyright, ITC and
customs, trademark, and international litigation.

Intellectual Property Law

License Agreements: Forms and Checklists

Drafting Technology Patent License Agreement

The one-step resource for all the critical tools needed to draft,
negotiate, and finalize licensing deals more quickly and effectively.

Advice on implementing a patent licensing program, evaluating a
patent portfolio, formulating a licensing strategy, understanding
due diligence issues and recognizing crucial clauses in patent
licensing agreements.

Licensing Journal
The leading source of in-depth, practice-oriented licensing
guidance by top attorneys in intellectual property, computer
technology, and entertainment law.

Licensing Royalty Rates
Access the “going” royalty rate for virtually any product,
including over 1,500 products and services in ten lucrative
licensing categories.

Licensing Update
The definitive one-volume handbook covering the year's most
significant cases and developments and trends in licensing

Manual for the Handling of Applications for
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Throughout
the World (Trademarks)
Profiles patent and trademark laws and regulations in over 230
jurisdictions and regional systems written by practitioners from
each country.

Trademark and Copyright Disputes: Litigation
Forms and Analysis
Organized in the sequence of litigation, provides timesaving,
practice-proven forms, checklists, and analysis that help handle
an intellectual property dispute.

Trademark Law: Protection, Enforcement and
Licensing
Practical treatise from a fully integrated legal and business
perspective that walks you through the major areas of
trademark practice.

Trademark Law Guide
Federal and state laws and regulations, full text of court and
agency decisions, and incisive explanations on all aspects of
federal trademark law.

Epstein on Intellectual Property
Provides up-to-date coverage of the law of trade secrets,
copyright, trademarks and patents.

Generic and Innovator Drugs
Indispensable and practical insights into the FDA approval
process including comprehensive coverage of abbreviated new
drug applications.

Handbook of Intellectual Property Claims and
Remedies
A detailed guide at how to maximize or minimize possible
remedies at all stages of litigation, from pre-filing decisions
through appeal.

Intellectual Property Legal Opinions
Covers all forms of IP legal opinions including patentability,
infringement, validity, corporate due diligence, and litigation.

Intellectual Property Litigation: Pretrial Practice
Up-to-date, comprehensive case analysis and a clear framework
for streamlining the procedural requirements, issues and phases
of pretrial litigation practice.

IP and Antitrust
Addresses the relationship between intellectual property law
and federal antitrust law, covers antitrust as they relate to
patents, trademarks, and copyrights.

IP Law Daily
Expert analysis and summaries on intellectual property cases,
regulatory or statutory developments and breaking news
delivered daily to your inbox.

Law of Chemical and Pharmaceutical Invention

PATENT

Directly quoting case law and using diagrams of chemical
structures to eliminate confusion, clarifies the concepts and
processes surrounding both patent and nonpatent protection.

Business Method Patents

License Agreements: Forms and Checklists

Covers this new and important type of patent based on the
landmark State Street Bank case.

The one-step resource for all the critical tools needed to draft,
negotiate, and finalize licensing deals more quickly and effectively.

Drafting License Agreements

Manual for the Handling of Applications for
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Throughout the
World (Patents)

Twenty-three renowned experts provide in-depth licensing
know-how, drafting techniques, time-saving clauses and
provisions, and full-length model license agreements.

Contact us at 1-800-638-8437 to learn more.
wklawbusiness.com/cheetah

Profiles patent and trademark laws and regulations in over 230
jurisdictions and regional systems written by practitioners from
each country.

Intellectual Property Law

Mueller on Patent Law

Guide to Computer Law

Covers the range of patent issues from patentability and validity
through enforcement.

Zeroing in on traditional computer law issues and emerging
areas of regulation, it covers antitrust, privacy and security torts,
electronic evidence and international agreements relating to
technology.

Patent Claim Construction
Suitable for all levels of expertise, analyzes the rapidly evolving
rules of claim construction which will allow for the systematic
and efficient identification of the rules most advantageous to
the client's position.

International Encyclopedia of Laws: Cyber Law

Based on a common standard outline, looks at different legal
subjects related to information and communication technology.

Patent Disputes: Litigation Forms and Analysis

IP and Technology Law Journal

With over 60 full-length agreements, accompanying checklists,
and commentary, this covers virtually every area of patent
litigation in federal courts and before other administrative
bodies.

Authored by expert practitioners, solve practical problems with
"how-to" articles on such topics as exit interviews, investigating
the activities of former employees or competitors, and
conducting an intellectual property audit.

Priority of Invention and the AIA

IP Law Daily

Leads you step-by-step through proper procedure at every stage
of the interference process, before and after declaration.

Expert analysis and summaries on intellectual property cases,
regulatory or statutory developments and breaking news
delivered daily to your inbox.

Software Patents
Focuses on what a software patent is and the legal protection it
offers, exploring Internet and e-commerce patents protection.

TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNET
Commercial Law of Intellectual Property
Comprehensive, in-depth analysis of the intersection of
commercial law and intellectual property rights, including
discussion of all applicable U.C.C. sections and other relevant
legislation.

Computer and Internet Lawyer
Action-oriented guidance by nationally known computer lawyers
to resolve the problems that face manufacturers, developers,
distributors, and users of computer, telecommunication and
online products and services.

Digital Communications Law
A complete compendium that helps you handle all internetrelated legal issues—from questions of liability connected to
sales, communications on the Web, to issues of taxation.

Drafting Internet Agreements
Annotated transactional forms for doing business on the
Internet. Includes sample agreements for every area of Internet
practice.

Global Privacy and Security
Concise, comparable country reports with up-to-date
information for research into privacy and security, data
protection laws, and the specific regulations of key countries
around the world with practice tips.
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Journal of Internet Law
The latest developments, regulatory changes, commentary and
detailed case analysis in cyberspace law and their impact on
business.

Law of Electronic Commerce
In-depth, up-to-the minute guidance and analysis on the
implications of communications technology for commercial law
and transactions. Covers issues from e-contracting, e-payments,
e-commerce, cybercrime, and security, to lending, privacy,
data collection, employer liability and workplace electronic
communications.

Law of the Internet
With special focus on electronic commerce and online contracts,
privacy and network security, intellectual property and online
content management, covers the legal disciplines influenced by
the Internet.

Scott on Information Technology Law
Real-world perspective on substantive areas that affect
technology law practice and how to structure transactions
involving computer products and services such as software
development, marketing, and licensing.

Scott on Multimedia Law
Reliable analysis of the substantive law with practical, howto advice on key topics and analysis of various trends and
practices that take you from start to finish throughout the
complex multimedia arena. x

